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Think of journey mapping as the storyboard for your customer’s experience. It’s
where you outline a picture and short narrative of exactly how you want the ex‐
perience to unfold. The design should be simple enough that anyone in your or‐
ganization could scan it quickly, see what you are trying to accomplish, and par‐
ticipate in a strategic discussion on your approach. The goal of journey map‐
ping is to maximize the creation of customer value, and minimize any gaps that
could sabotage that value. A couple of concrete examples to build on might
help.

In the cable communications industry, for example, it's no secret that a tremen‐
dous amount of value is in play during the new customer enrollment process.
Great care is taken to maximize the customer’s installation experience, services
bundle, and trial period options. The goal is a flawless installation, multiple
package upgrades, and a customer that will renew their service for years to
come. Missteps during the installation process, or clumsy package upsell mis‐

takes, like promoting the same channels twice, and a myriad of other blunders
put value at risk.

In the retail automotive services industry, customer long term value is created
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when a first time customer becomes a repeat customer. A single oil change
leads to a second oil change three thousand miles later. Two well executed oil
changes may earn the brand the chance to service another family vehicle. The
goal is flawless execution, the establishment of trust, and a customer that will
rely on one provider for multi-year, multi-vehicle maintenance. Missteps during
appointment scheduling, or vehicle maintenance data errors, like recommend‐
ing an oil change at the wrong service interval, and a host of other blunders
could make a driver second-guess their decision to come back.

Each industry has its own unique nuances that frame the customer journey, but
each industry shares the same opportunity and risk. It is the Value-in-Play (ViP)
that needs to be managed, and customer journey mapping is the critical skill
and marketing technique to help get you there.

As we enter the final quarter of this year (and the holiday season), now is the
time to assess your journey maps and make a push to increase revenue and
finish the year strong. Time to hit the drawing board. Here are the some key
points to remember when assessing your customer journey maps.

1. Revisit Your Journey Map Inventory – Focus on
Value-in-Play (ViP)
Are you sure that you have a journey map for ALL of the most critical points in
your customer’s lifecycle? Now is the time to double check. Value-in-Play (ViP)
moments are those critical parts of the customer lifecycle where the customer’s
journey needs to be tightly mapped. Many brands don’t cast a wide enough net,
don’t build a complete inventory of maps, and miss ViP moments as a result.
They manage obvious ViP moments, but oftentimes leave other, equally valu‐
able moments unmapped.

Your brand is covering the basics if you have mapped...

First channel purchase (online, in-store, phone)
Free trial through trial expiration
Subscription renewal and subscription anniversary
Lapse in service (non-renewal)

You might be missing important ViP moments if items like these are unmapped:

First time usage or usage trend of a new product
First time service issue or service trend with a new or existing product
Return of a new product with or without reorder
First time referral of a friend

Step one in helping you make your year in 2016 is a simple ViP inventory. Do
you have complete coverage? Do you see ViP moments that are unmapped? If
no, then great. If yes, then read on as we provide tools and templates to help
you quickly cover those gaps. It’s not too late to get a conversation started, and
cover any gaps ahead of Q4.

2. Create Personas
The foundation of any journey map is a persona. Not just one person, but a
group of customers with shared characteristics who might respond in a pre‐
dictable way that can be tested and measured. To build on the automotive ser‐
vices example above, there might be different personas for Busy Moms, Se‐
niors, and First Time Car Owners. While the overall journey map might look
very similar, include the same number of touches, and follow a similar timeline,
the strategy and content for each persona might differ greatly. For
example Busy Moms may favor convenience and easy scheduling options so
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example, Busy Moms may favor convenience and easy scheduling options, so
email touches with direct links to scheduling tools and blocks of time during
school hours are an important part of the strategy. First Time Car Owners may
find value in the offer of a free car wash with each oil change, and deeper levels
of car-care content that can be linked via email or easily referenced on a mobile
device. These personas might all have a journey map called Initial Oil Change,
but the strategy, content, and timing of messages might vary. Journey maps
help you keep nuanced stories that fall under the same ViP moments clear. It's
common for brands to have a book of journey maps by persona, and revisit
them often as more and more campaign activity data is collected.

3. Utilize Site Analytics and Campaign Activity
History
Whether you're starting from scratch, or just re-assessing your journey maps,
our research should start with your own data. That includes site analytics like
source, visit duration, and user flows (see the image to the right). This should
give you an idea of how people are discovering you, and what they are looking
for when they find you. Also look at your campaign activity history data broken
out by persona. How individuals have responded in the past is a great predictor
of how they might respond in the future. A user flow will also help you identify
journey gaps.

4. Identify the Gaps in Your Journey
Along the journey map you may find gaps that cause visitors to veer off of the
desired path, or drop off the map entirely. Follow in the footsteps of your cus‐
tomer to see what they are seeing throughout the journey you've created. You
may notice that part of the path doesn't align with the desired goal, or that the
content you're delivering doesn't align with the customer's expectations. What
results is a quick disappearing act from your journey map. Customers might exit
from your site, abandon a purchase, or simply won’t provide any type of re‐
sponse (explicit or implicit) at all. These are the areas that you are trying to im‐
prove, and now you can see them on a map. The cause of these gaps could be
either poor design at that point in the journey, a lack of proper data, or simply a
bad content experience. Journey mapping makes it easy to highlight these chal‐
lenges, which can bring focus to your forensics, and spark the right conversa‐
tion to get you back on track.

5. Make Changes to Fix Gaps
If you discover points where customers are diverting from the desired goal or
abandoning the journey altogether, make the necessary changes at those pain
points to steer them in the right direction. This is where the journey map be‐
comes a tool you can use to increase revenue. Again, it's your drawing board
and it's editable.

If the flaw is in the design, you could consider adding or altering touchpoints, or
updating the content that is being offered at a given point in the journey. If the
flaw is a result of bad data, then you may need to update your database to cap‐
ture the appropriate information that will help you better assess what your cus‐
tomers want to see.

6. Designing a Customer Journey Map

There are several ways you can go about journey mapping. You can create a
map in Powerpoint, Visio, Illustrator, or one of many specialized workflow ap‐
plications. They can be as simple as a flow chart, or graphic and elegant like an
infographic For our purposes we're going with a clean straightforward layout
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infographic. For our purposes, we re going with a clean, straightforward layout.
Remember, the design is right for you and your organization when...

You can imagine yourself, your CMO, and any other business stakeholder
all working off the same document
You can explain your strategy, visualize the customer experience, have
everyone nod that they understand in less than 10 minutes
You can launch into constructive criticism and debate about Value-in-Play,
and alternative strategies to manage before your meeting hits the 15 minute
mark

You’ll know that your design is at the wrong level if the conversation goes into
the weeds immediately, and you find yourself explaining details of each deci‐
sion in the journey vs. the overall strategy.

To help you find the right design at the right level, we've provided this editable
Powerpoint slide. Download it by clicking on the image below.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is a filled in example as well.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well-designed journey maps drive a business outcome through better manage‐
ment of the customer experience at critical points of interaction with brand,
called Value-in-Play moments. Analyzing ViP moments of a customer journey
can help you better understand why customers take certain actions. Digging
into your own data and developing a journey map will show you how customers
are moving through the funnel. Once you understand how people are interact‐
ing with your brand, you can orchestrate a better experience and drive them to‐
wards more value.
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